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HYDRA - et forskningsprogram

om flom

HYDRA er et forskningsprogram om flom initiert av Norges vassdrags- og energiverk (NVE) i 1995. Programmet
har en tidsramme på 3 år, med avslutning medio 1999, 0g en kostnadsramme på ca. 18 mill. kroner. HYDRA er i
hovedsak finansiert av Olje- og energidepartementet.
Arbeidshypotesen til HYDRA er at summen av alle menneskelige påvirkninger i form av arealbruk, reguleringer,
forbygningsarbeider m.m. kan ha økt risikoen for flom.
Målgruppen for HYDRA er statlige og kommunale myndigheter, forsikringsbransjen, utdannings- og
forskningsinstitusjoner og andre institusjoner.Nedenfor gis en oversikt over fagfelt/tema som blir berørt i HYDRA:
• Naturgrunnlag og arealbruk
Tettsteder
• Flomdemping, flomvern og flomhandtering

Skaderisikoanalyse
• Miljvirkninger av flom og flomforebyggende tiltak
• Databaser og GIS
• Modellutvikling

Sentrale aktører i HYDRA er; Det norske meteorologiskeinstitutt (DNMI), Glommens og Laagens Brukseierforening
(GLB), Jordforsk, Norges geologiske underskelse (NGU), Norges Landbrukshøgskole (NLH), Norges teknisknaturvitenskapelige universitet (NTNU), Norges vassdrags- og energiverk (NVE), Norsk institutt for jord- og
skogkartlegging (NIJOS), Norsk institutt for vannforskning (NIVA), SINTEF, Stiftelsen for Naturforskning og
Kulturminneforskning (NINA/NIKU) og universitetene i Oslo og Bergen.

HYDRA - a research programme on floods
HYDRA is a research programme on floods initiated by the Norwegian Water Resources and Energy Administration
(NVE) in 1995. The programme has a time frame of 3 years, terminating in 1999 ,and with an economic framework
of NOK 18 million. HYDRA is largely financed by the Ministry of Petroleum and Energy.
The working hypotesis for HYDRA is that the sum of all human impacts in the form of land use, regulation, flood
protection etc., can have increased the risk of floods.
HYDRA is aimed at state and municipal authorities, insurance companies, educational and research institutions,
and other organization.
An overview of the scientific content in HYDRA is:

• Natural resources and land use

Risk analysis

• Urban areas
Databases and GIS

Flood reduction, flood protection and flood management
Environmental consequences of floods
and flood prevention measures
Modelling

Central institutions in the HYDRAprogramme are; The NorwegianMeteorologicalInstitute (DNMI), The Glommens
and Laagens Water Management Association (GLB), Centre of Soil and Environmental Research (Jordforsk), The
Norwegian Geological Survey (NGU), The Agriculture University of Norway (NLH), The Norwegian University of
Science and Technology (NTNU), The Norwegian Waterand EnergyAdministration(NVE), The Norwegian Institute
of Land Inventory (NIJOS), The Norwegian Institute for Water Research (NIVA),The Foundation for Scientific and
Industrial Research at the Norwegian Institute of Technology (SINTEF), The Norwegian Institute for Nature and
Cultural Heritage Research (NINA/NIKU) and the Universities of Oslo and Bergen.
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SAMMENDRAG:
Notatet gir en sammenfatning av flomårsaker på høye breddegrader og i fjellområder med særlig vekt
på sesongfordelingen av flommer. Videre gis en oversikt over flomregimene i Norge. Konsekvenser
ved en mulig klimaendring mot et mildere klima diskuteres. Og det gis en oversikt over noen relevante
undersokelser i andre land.

ABSTRACT:
This note summarises causes of floods in high latitude countries and in mountainous areas. The
seasonal distribution of floods is emphasised. An overview of the flood regimes in Norway is further
presented. Possible consequences of a climatic change on the magnitude and seasonality of floods are
also presented. The note coccludes with some references to some recent studies from other countries.

ANSVARLIG UNDERSKRIFT:

A NOTE ON FLOODS IN HIGH LATITUDE COUNTRIES.
L.A. Roald, Hydrology Dept., Norwegian Water Rersources and Energy Administration.
The flow regime is characterised by strong seasonal variation for countries at high latitudes and
in mountainous areas in the temperate zone, where a snow cover is built up during the winter. The
flow is usually low in the winter with a peak in the snowmelt period which may occur in the lowlands
early in the spring to the early summer in the high mountains and in midsummer in glacierized basins.
The rainfall increases through the summer and reaches a peak in the autumn. The snowmelt period is
typically characterised by a snowmelt flood which can be of considerable magnitude if the melting is
combined with heavy precipitation. The late summer and autumn are characterised by heavier
precipitation which can lead to local flooding.
The usual flood generating factors are snowmelt, rainfall and initial soil conditions. The
snowmelt is dependent on the available amount of snow, the air temperatures, humidity and wind
velocity during the intensive melting. The albedo and water content of the snow pack is also of
importance. Because the air temperature increases towards the summer, a prolonged cold spell in the
spring will conserve the snow pack to a time of the year when the energy supply available for melting
will be significantly higher and the melting therefore more intensive. The precipitation will also
normally increase through the spring. A late snowmelt carries therefore a much higher risk of turning
into a large flood. This was typical for the recent large flood in Norway, «Vesleofsen» in late MayJune 1995. This flood was caused by a combination of delayed snowmelt and heavy precipitation.
The snow storage was high in the higher parts of the basin, but not extreme. The rainfall lasted for
several days, but the intensities were neither extreme. The largest floods occur typically when several
unfavourable factors combine.
Large basins, at least in Norway, are usually characterised by a fairly large difference in
altitudes. During an early snowmelt, only the lower part of the basin contributes much to the
discharge, while the snow in the higher part of the basin may melt much later, when the lowland
flood is over. When the snowmelt is delayed, the mountain flood and the lowland flood may combine
causing a severe flood. Other basins, especially in the northernmost part of Norway. are rather flat.
When the snowmelt starts there, the entire basin will contribute to the flood at the same time in
Finnmark situated in Northern Norway, as well as in Finland. This causes occasional large floods, as
in river Neiden in the early summer 1996. This is certainly also the case in other subarctic· countries.
The risk of convective precipitation increases considerably through the summer and into the
autumn. Convective storms lasting several days can cause large floods, especially in smaller basins.
The maximum intensities are however significantly lower than in Southern Europe. The maximum
observed rainfall in a day in Norway is 230 mm with estimated PMP values around 250 mm.
The soil conditions are also of importance especially for rainfall floods. A significant soil
moisture deficit will reduce the flood magnitude. Provided that the soil moisture content is high, even
moderate intensive rainfall will cause flooding. Flooding can also be caused by frozen ground in cold
countries. When the ground freezes, infiltration of water will be cut off. This is a particular problem
in coastal areas during winter rainfall. possibly combined with a snowmelt after a long period of cold
weather. If the soil freezes up deeply, and a large flood occurs after the thaw. landslides may occur
aggravating the flood damages. This was certainly the case for the largest flood on record in
Norway. «Storofsen». which occurred 20-23 July 1789 in eastern Norway. This flood was primarily
caused by extremely heavy rainfall over an unusually large area. but the initial soil moisture content
was probably high after the spring flood. Snowmelt in high mountain areas was probably also a
contributing factor.
Another flood cause is ice in the rivers, raising the water level. Winter ice may also form
barrages across rivers, which can cause considerable damage when the ice breaks up. This was even
a problem in the Rhine during the Little ice age. Many of the largest floods there were associated
with ice dams.

A particular type of flood is the «hjtikull-hlaup» - a flood caused by small glacier dammed
lakes. When the water level rises above a certain level, the ice may be lifted by the water pressure
and the lake will empty itself into the glacier river causing damaging floods. This was a problem at a
few locations in Norway. but constructions of drainage tunnels as well as a decrease in the thickness
of the glaciers have virtually eliminated the problem now. This problem may reappear if the thickness
of the glaciers should increase again. In Iceland this type of «hj6kull-hlaup» occurs quite frequently.
A far more devastating type of «hj6kull-hlaup» is the type caused by subglacial volcanoes, as the
one which occurred under Vatnaj%kull Glacier last autumn. The maximum discharge has been
estimated to 45-55000 m3/s of the resulting flood when the meltwater collected in Grimsvotn (a
volume of more than 3 km3) burst out of the glacier front.

Flood regimes in Norway
The Scandinavian Peninsula is characterised by a mountain range running parallel to the coast
of Norway with lowland to the east. The western side of this mountain range is exposed to extratropical weather systems from the Atlantic. The precipitation is high, with a maximum in the late
autumn and early winter when the zonal wind usually is strong. There is a maximum precipitation
zone approx. 50 km from the coast with annual precipitation in the range of 2000-4000 mm on the
meteorological stations. Discharge measurement indicates that the precipitation may reach almost
6000 mm a year near the most maritime glacier. East of the mountain range there are mountain
valleys in the rain shadow with annual precipitation less than 300 mm a year. The snow cover forms
regularly in the mountains and the inland, with a more variable snow cover in areas close to the
coast.

The largest observed floods in western Norway have occurred in connection with heavy frontal
rainfall, typically in the la.te autumn. This is also the ca.se for floods in the southernmost tip of
Norway. The basins in eastern Norway are generally larger and cover both lowland and mountain
areas. The annual precipitation is lower, but convective precipitation is more dominant in the late
summer and early autumn than elsewhere in Norway. The largest annual flood can be both a
snowmelt flood and a rainfall flood. The mountains are usually characterised by a late spring/early
summer flood. but a few large floods have been caused by heavy convective rainfall even in the
mountains. The snowmelt floods are characterised by a large volume. They will usually be contained
in reservoirs. which usually are low after the winter. In basins with large reservoirs. the flood
magnitude downstream has been generally reduced compared to the period prior to the construction
of the reservoirs. Rainfall floods are usually sharper, but the volume is less. These floods may still be
more of a problem in regulated water courses because they will occur when the reservoirs have been
filled up by the previous snowmelt flood.
The variability over time in Nordic runoff series has been studied by Hisdal et al. (1995).
Generally the annual flow reached a minimum in the 1930-50ies, with an increase since 1960 caused
by increasing annual pecipitation. There has been a number of floods since the mid 1980-ies, with the
1995 flood as the one causing larges damages. Between 1924 and 1940 a similar concentration of
floods is apparent in the data series. The few long term series going back into the I9th century
indicates a humid period i the 1860ies. The occurrence or lack of floods in linked to the large scale
atmospheric circulation. A moderate change in the predominant path of storms from the Atlantic can
have strong implications for the runoff in Norway. because of the mountain ranges. The largest
floods in southeast Norway seems all to be caused by precipitation areas from southeasterly
direction. The long term flood series are not characterised by systematic trends as found for limited
periods in the series of annual flow, Roald (1997). This is similar to results found by E. Hubbard
(private communications) for moste long term series in the United States.

Consequences of a possible climatic change
Simulation based on Global Circulation Models indicates that the temperatures will rise at least
2-3"c as a consequence of the reinforced greenhouse effect. These predictions are uncertain. and
even more so the prediction of a rise in the precipitation. Simulation experiments based on perturbed
climatological data series and a precipitation/runoff model, Sælthun et al. ( 1994). indicates that the
snow cover will be less stable in the lowlands, with frequent melting during the winter. The duration
of the period with snow cover will decrease. This will certainly result in more frequent winter floods,
which is more typical for the present flood regime of the UK and much of western Europe. The
spring flood is expected to decrease in areas with a dominance of snowmelt floods. Provided that the
precipitation increases, the risk of flooding increases in areas with predominant rainfall floods.
The inflow to the reservoirs is expected to increase, following the annual cycle of energy
consumption more closely than under the current climatic regime. This will enable the operators of
the hydro power companies to change the seasonal operation of the reservoirs in a way which could
reduce the loss because of the spill.

Some references on floods in high latitude countries
Remarkably little has been written about snowmelt floods in the major journals. The problems
have been studied in countries as Finland, Sweden, Norway, Switzerland and Canada and without
doubt in other countries, but most of the reporting has been done in report series of the national
institutions. At least three regional flood studies have been done in Norway. The reports from these
studies have unfortunately been only written in Norwegian. Lundquist et al. (1996) have summarized
the 1995 flood in a report, which is enclosed. In Sweden a number of works have been done, ie.
Harlin (1992) and Lindstrom (1993). Seuna (1983) has studied the relationship between floods and
basin properties in small research basins in Finland. Waylen and Woo (1981,1982) have done some
studies on floods of different origin ie snowmelt and rainfall floods in Canada. Snowmelt floods can
also be a problem in the UK, see Archer (1981,1982). The Institute of Hydrology in Wallingford,
UK has performed a number of regional flood studies, NERC (1975), Beran et al. (1984), Meigh &
Farquharson (1985). The Flow Regimes from International Experimental and Network Data
(FRIEND) have collected flood data from more than 1000 basins in northwest Europe. The FRIEND
study of floods in Northwest Europe is described in Gustard et al. (1989), Roald et al. (1989), Seuna
et al. (1993) and in Gustard (1993). Analysis oflong term variation in runoff series in the Nordic
countries is described by Hisdal et al. (1995). Burn & Arnell (1993) have studied the syncronity of
floods according to climatic regions.
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